Security Alarm Testing

Ensure product quality, safety and compliance and reach your target markets

Nowadays, intrusion-alarm manufacturers planning to market their products in different European countries face regulatory fragmentation. Due to the lack of harmonised standards, some countries require specific testing and certification processes while others have no specific regulations for intrusion alarms. Voluntary compliance with EN standards and quality marks helps manufacturers to differentiate their products, ensure product safety and quality, and be ready to comply with the most stringent markets.

Applus+ Laboratories offers comprehensive testing and certification services for security-alarm, surveillance and storage products, including intruder alarms, CCTV, access control, social alarms, alarm transmission and security storage units.

- **Testing services** – ISO/IEC 17025-accredited laboratories (EMC, electrical safety and functionality, environmental, vibrations, acoustics)
- **CERTALARM certification** – Applus+ is a Recognised Testing Laboratory (RTL) and Contracted Certification Body (CCB)
- **Applus+ Quality Mark** – Applus+ product-certification scheme for fire and security products

**Benefits:**

- Differentiate your product with industry-recognised marks
- Certify your products under different voluntary schemes

Contact: info@appluslaboratories.com